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You mention you're interested in building your own bike and suddenly you're of no value to them as a customer. I like
your suggestions, but the bike shop I have dealt with so far has been in Chicago I assume shop wrenches get tired of
having people coming in all day, demanding that the wrenches replace punctured tubes. It has turned into a "there is a
different bike shop for every need" mentality for me, and I absolutely hate that. All the components on this bike save the
brooks saddle and the faux leather handlebar tape are going to be polished silver, just like the wheels you see below.
You might try branching out into the surrounding hinterland; Montgomery County MD and Fairfax County VA strike
me as likely locations for customer-service intensive bike shops. But I am in no position to build wheels myself anytime
soon, and would rather not dish out dollars to hire someone around here to do it. SOMA mixte with 8-speed internal
geared hub, Shimano for lower-gear options, silver rim. A retailer can theoretically knock a lot off MSRP before they
lose money on the sale, depending on the item. Soma Grand Randoneur - A tour-ready city bike that's front rack ready.
If you're spoke length is one I have lying around my house, I'll hook you up with spokes for cheap too pretty sure there
are leftovers from building my lady's wheels, she bought a whole box of ovalized alpina raggi aero spokes and didn't
need them all Links: So, the wife and I are a little bit behind schedule on the bike build, but with the help of Legislator,
we are once step closer, and arguably more than half way there.Buena Vista Frame Set. A true mixte frame with the
double top tube/stays. Obviously offers lots of standover height and style as well. You'll find the geometry is more
sporty, than upright-comfy. Though it can be built up to suit either demeanor. Drop bars? Sure. Moustache bars? Of
course. - Tange Prestige heat-treated CrMo. Find great deals for Soma Buena Vista Mixtie Touring Steel Bike Frame &
Fork Frameset 62cm. Shop with confidence on eBay! Find great deals for Soma Buena Vista b 54cm Complete Bike.
Shop with confidence on eBay! Soma Buena Vista Mixte Road Sport $ Frame and fork (or Bike) Manufacturer: Soma.
A true high-performance Mixte with double top tubes and seat stays. Adrenaline Bikes Road Bike Rim-Brake Build Kits
(Scroll down to the bottom for upgrade options and pricing on other brands/models of wheels, bars. Dec 15, - When
velo-celebrity Bekka (aka bikeyface) began pining for a mixte, I suggested the Soma Buena Vista because of its
reputation for versatility. .. Somewhere between the Soma and a Weigle in price/value is the Betty Foy, of course, with
the single top tube and lugs of the Weigle but priced closer (though. The Soma Fabrications Buena Vista Mixte is a true
mixte frame with the double top tube/stays. Availability: In stock. $ Sign up for price alert. *Color and Size Depending
on whose fit philosophy she follows, a woman of my height could end up on either the 50cm, 54cm, or 58cm Soma
Buena Vista. Having tried the. Soma Fabrications Buena Vista Mixte Road Bike is a true mixte with the double top
tube/stays. $1, Sign up for price alert. *Color and Size Please note, although the Soma Buena Vista Mixte Road Bike
arrives 90% assembled, the manufacturer requires that their Bikes to be shipped to a bike shop only. At the Bike. Aug
24, - I asked Stan Pun, the marketing and product development guy at Soma, about the target market for the Buena
Vista: We would like to say it is for anyone looking for a Country of Origin: Taiwan; Price: $ (Frame/Fork); Weight:
lbs. as ridden (lbs. frame); Sizes Available: 42, 50, 54, 58 (tested). 25 products - Soma Buena Vista Mixte Frame/Fork 42cm Tiburon Blue. A true mixte with double top tube and seat stays Provides a great foundation for a premium townie
or commuter Tange Prestige heat-treated read more. Ships Free. Currently Sold Out. $52 offretail $ your price $ + ships
free. Info. Sep 30, - Reviewed by Gwendal Castellan. Price: $ USD (for frame and fork). Find it at rubeninorchids.com
The Soma Buena Vista is a classic Mixte frame with two elegant tubes running from the headset all the way down to the
chain stays a simple and sturdy design. The frame comes with braze-ons for both front.
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